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Recently, there has been renewed interest in intersatellite link (ISL) communications, driven 
mainly from international projects on large-scale satellite-communications systems such as 
Iridium and Teledesic. In some of these projects, tens of satellites will be orbiting the earth to 
provide worldwide communications. To provide high bandwidth communications links at the 
lowest possible cost, intersatellite links are being developed for a number of the proposed 
systems. Because of the bandwidth and mass and volume requirements, optics has been chosen 
as the best technology to implement ISL. 

In this report, a technical assessment of Optical Intersatellite Link (OISL) is done. Various 
parameters, such as link range, pointing azimuth and elevation are computed to define 
specifications for telescope gimbals and aperture size as well as optical power. These parameters 
could later serve to identify critical sub-systems of present technology and focus the research 
activities towards new avenues. In the first part of the report, the characteristics of the most 
promising satellite constellations are reviewed with respect to intersatellite links. Then orbital 
analysis are made on Teledesic and Celestri constellations to derive telescope critical parameters 
such as scanning angles and slew rates. The report continues with a link budget analysis to 
derive the communication package requirements such as optical power, telescope size, noise 
level, bit-error rates. 

The activities surrounding this report were undertaken under the sponsorship of the Canadian 
Space Agency. 
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EXECUTIVE SUM1VIARY 

The demand for commercial satellite communications services is expanding at a rate 
never seen before. Hundreds of satellites are being planned for deployment within the next 
decade to provide a wide variety of communications services such as internet, video-
conferencing, fix and mobile communications over the entire globe. In order to minimize the up 
and down link traffic that such world-wide-coverage constellations would require, and to 
minimize the number of terrestrial gateways, intersatellite links are being developed for a 
number of the proposed systems. Because of tight mass, size and power requirements, optics has 
been selected as the preferred technology to provide the link. 

In this report, a technical assessment of Optical Intersatellite Link (OISL) is done. 
Various parameters, such as link range, pointing azimuth and elevation are computed to define 
specifications for telescope gimbals and aperture size as well as optical power. 

In a first section, the orbital and ISL requirements for systems which are most likely to be 
deployed are given. Those include, Astrolink, Iridium, Spaceway, Orblink, Celestri and 
Teledesic. Then two systems, Teledesic, with 288 satellites in a polar orbit and Celestri with 63 
satellites in a 48° inclined orbit are analyzed in greater details. Orbital simulations are done to 
evaluate the cross-link parameters such as range, azimuth, elevation as well as the variation rates. 
It is found that the requirements for the Teledesic system are more stringent than for Celestri. 
For Teledesic, the AER values are ±1100, ±15° and 4300km, whereas those numbers change to 
±75°, ±6° and 6000km for Celestri. The rate of change for the AER values also greatly differs 
and that is due to the fact that the orbital inclination of Teledesic creates a seam across which 
satellites are moving in opposite directions. This forces the telescope to swing at a rate of 
15°/min for  azimuth and 2°/min in elevation. However, the most stringent requirement for the 
Teledesic optical terminals is the movement of the telescope for reacquisition. Because of the 
polar orbits, communications links are broken near the poles and are to be re-established on the 
other side with a different satellite. This forces the telescope to be repositioned during the silent 
period. A slew rate of 6°/sec is required by the system designers. 

In a second section, link budgets are computed and bit-error-rates (BER) are given for 
amplitude shift keying modulation, the modulation of choice for those systems. It is found that 
for a 10 cm telescope aperture, a transmit optical power of 1W is required to obtain an uncoded 
BER of 104, at 2.5 Gbps on 5000 km link. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Scope 
This report covers the technical assessment of Optical Intersatellite Link (OISL) as per 

the Canadian Space Agency / Communications Research Centre R&D agreement of 6 June 
1997. 

1.2 General 
The demand for commercial satellite communications services is expanding at a rate 

never seen before. Hundreds of satellites are being planned for deployment within the next 
decade to provide a wide variety of communications services such as internet, video-
conferencing, fix and mobile communications over the entire globe. For many years there has 
been a number of satellite systems providing telephone communications links and broadcast 
services such as television. Mobile satellite services, such as MSAT and INMA_RSAT are 
currently providing low bandwidth (voice and fax) communications to ships, aircraft and mobile 
terrestrial terminals. All of the systems so far have been based on analog RF transponders, 
allowing "bent pipe" communications between ground stations, and most of the satellites were 
located at geosynchronous (GEO) locations. With the IRIDIUM project, a new type of satellite 
system has emerged. IRIDIUM was the first to file for multiple low earth orbit satellites linked 
with intersatellite links (ISL) to provide on-orbit switching of digital signals, moving the 
telephonic switching and long-haul communications from terrestrial networks to orbit. Following 
this, a number of other systems have been proposed, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. These tables 
show satellite systems in the Ka-band only. A number of other systems have also been filed at 
other frequency bands. 

Table 1 FCC filings for fixed satellite services in the 28 GHz Ka-
band [1] 

Sponsoring 	Satellite Program 	Proposed services 
Organization (Owner) 	Name 	 (see Table 2)  
AT&T 	 VoiceSpan 	1,2,7,G  
Comm Inc. (Motorola) 	Millenium 	2,3,4,6,G  
EchoStar 	 EchoStar 	4,6,1R  
GE Americom 	GE Star 	2,4,6,G  
Hughes 	 Spaceway/Galaxy 	5,8,G  
Lockheed Martin 	AstroLink 	2,4,6,G  
Loral 	 CyberStar 	8,G  
Teledesic 	 Teledesic 	2,3,4,6,7,8,G 

•.• 
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Table 2 Legend to Table 1 proposed services [1] 

	

Proposed 	Proposed Communications Services 
Services Code  

	

1 	Messaging  

	

2 	Voice Communications (Telephony)  

	

3 	Facsimile Services  

	

4 	Vidéo services, including video conferencing  

	

5 	Direct-to-home or other broadcast video  

	

6 	High speed switched data or computer data  

	

7 	Software distribution  

	

8 	Multimedia or two-way interactive services  

	

G 	Global or intercontinental service  

	

JR 	Interregional or Transcontinental 

Most of the new satellite communications systems filed are to provide global or 
transcontinental services. Obviously, a single satellite can not provide such services. Therefore, 
communications links between satellites must be established. Relying on terrestrial gateways to 
provide such links may not be economically acceptable since scare uplink/downlink capacity 
would be used simply to provide long-haul communications. Moreover, those gateways must be 
maintained and some of them will need to be loCated in unfriendly territories. Intersatellite links 
(ISL) can alleviate such a problem by providing a direct link between satellites. 

Numerous studies have been conducted in the past on the feasibility of ISL using both RF 
and optical technologies. A number of ISLs have been experimented to date but mainly using 
microwavé frequencies in various bands such as 23 GHz, 38 GHz and 60 GHz. However, as the 
communications bandwidth increases, the requirement for higher gain links forces the use of 
optical technology. Not only can optics support higher data rate links but it can do it with 
smaller, cheaper and lighter systems. The high-bandwidth constellation satellites programs 
(Teledesic, Celestri) have elected optics as their number one choice for intersatellite links. 

In Canada, research on optical intersatellite links began in the early 1980 under the 
military recoverable program managed by the Communications Research Centre (CRC). Various 
studies on components and system architectures were done [2-4] and two laboratory prototypes 
were built [5-7] In 1990, the Canadian Space Agency (CSA) funded a study [8] to define the 
status of the optical technology and to design a complete optical system which would respond to 
some very specific communication requirements. 

In 1996, the CSA, through the Advanced Satcom program, awarded two contracts to the 
industry for system study on intersatellite links. One study evaluated the optical technology [9] 
while the other one investigated an RF implementation [10]. In 1997, two new contracts were 
issued to industry for the development of hardware capability for optical ISL [11-12]. CAL 
Corporation is to develop a telescope steering mechanism that will permit pointing and tracldng. 
COMDEV is to develop the overall optical front end including the lasers and detectors. Those 
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two contracts are to address short-term requirements dictated by the industry for the deployment 
of their satellite services. 

1.3 Objective and Scope 
The objective of the work introduced in this report is to develop a basic understanding of 

the current ISL requirements and related optical technologies in order to initiate teclmology 
development for the next generation of optical ISL systems. 

To accomplish this, ISL system requirements will be analyzed for the planned satellite 
communications systems. The analysis will cover both pointing and tracking as well as the 
communications parameters. It is not the intention of this report to provide solutions for future 
systems but rather to develop in-house expertise with the present systems in order to identify 
potential shortcomings or possible improvement areas. 

1.4 Report Organisation 
The report is divided into four sections with this introduction being Section 1. In section 2, 

the parameters of interest to ISL for the satellite services that have elected intersatellite links at 
time of their filing to the FCC are given. In section 3, an orbital analysis is done on a few 
systems to obtain information about the pointing and tracking requirements. In section 4, the 
communications link is analyzed in terms of bit error rate, signal-to-noise ratio, optical power, 
and telescope diameters. 
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2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

In this chapter, the parameters of interest to ISL are given for a number of satellite 
services that have elected ISL as a way of relaying their information from of satellite to satellite. 
This information will be used for defining the system requirements and component 
specifications. The basic intersatellite links requirements for each of those systems are 
summarized in Table 3 where orbital, constellation and crosslink parameters are listed. It must 
be noted that the parameters listed may still be changing as the system definition evolves. This is 
particularly the case for the Teledesic system. 

Most of the systems filed before the FCC have specified microwave frequency for the 
ISLs. Most certainly, this was to insure microwave spectrum allocation, since the RF spectrum 
is very limited and has severe contingency, which is not the case for the optical band. Filing a 
request for an RF link bears no obligation to use it, and an optical link could be employed 
instead. 
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Data rates 25 Mbps 1 Gbps 

AstroLink [1] 

GEO 

Iridium [3] 

LEO 

SpaceWay 

GEO Type 

Eccentricity 
Altitude 
Inclination 
Location 

No of planes 
plane spacing 
Plane phasing 
No of satellites / 
plane 

0 
35786 km 

0 
38E/115E/ 

172.5E!  21.5W / 
97W 

5 
uneven 

N/A 
2/2/ 1/2/2  

Circular polar 
780 km 

86.4 degrees 
N/A 

6 

11 

0  
35786 km  

0  
25E! 111E!  
175E/ 49W / 
99W!  101W 

6  
Uneven  

N/A  
9 total 

initially, 17 
final total 

ISL Links per 
payload  

2 4. 

54.25 - 58.2GHz 
59.0 - 64.0 GHz 

23.18  -23.38  
GHz 

frequency Optical 

OrbLink 	Celestri 	Teledesic 

ME0 	Hybrid 	Global LEO 
LEO/GEO  

0 	0.0013 	Circular  
9000 km 	1400 km 	1350 km  

0 	48 degrees 	90 degrees  
N/A 

7 	 12  
51.43  degrees  
28.57 degrees 	Random  

9 	 24 

. 

Optical 	Optical 	59.5 — 60.5GHz 
or 

62.5 63.5GHz  
7 Gbps 	7.5 Gbps 	2.5 Gbps 

Table 3 Major satellite system parameters 



3 ORBITAL ANALYSIS 

In this chapter, the orbital parameters of importance for the design of intersatellite links 
will be defined. Range, azimuth and elevation angles, as well as their rate of change will be 
computed. This information will be of use for the definition of a set of specifications for the 
pointing and tracking, and for the communications system, (optical power, telescope size). 

In the first section, the simulation tools and parameters will be described. In sections 2 
and 3, the Teledesic and Celestri systems will be studied based on the parameters given in Table 
3. In section 4, the frequency variation, or Doppler shift, resulting from the approach or 
separation of two satellites will be analyzed. Note that the simulation techniques described in 
this chapter could easily be applied to any other systems. 

3.1 Orbital Analysis Software Description 

The orbital analysis has been done using Satellite Tool Kit (STK 4.0) software produced by 
Analytical Graphics Inc. A Keplerian, J2 and J4 orbital propagators were available for 
simulation. The Keplerian motion propagator considers the Earth to be a point mass with no 
perturbations. J2 Perturbation (first-order) and J4 Perturbation (second-order) propagators 
account for secular variations in the orbit elements due to Earth oblateness. None of those three 
propagators model atmospheric drag or solar and lunar gravitational forces. For the analysis done 
in this report, it was found that the J2 and J4 models gave similar results, to within one percent, 
as a Keplerian propagator. The Keplerian propagator was then used for simplicity. Classical 
coordinates, based on altitude, orbit inclination and mean anomaly was used. Table 4 gives a 
description of the orbital parameters used in the simulation. Figure 1 shows pictorially some of 
the paraméters listed in Table 4. 
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Table 4 Description of the orbital parameters used in the simulation. 

Start / Stop time: 	Corresponds to the start and stop time of the orbit simulation. 
The start time was set arbitrarily to 1 January 1997 at 00:00:00hrs for all 
simulations. The stop time was set to simulate a complete orbit.  

Orbit epoch: 	Sets the time at which  the established orbital parameters are valid. 
The simulation start time was used in the analysis.  

Orbit inclination 	Those values are specific to each system and are given in Table 3.  
Apogee / Perigee 	The apogee and perigee altitudes are the distances between the surface of 
Altitude: 	the Earth and the point of maximum and minimum radius on the elliptical 

orbit respectively. 
These values are specific for each system and are given in Table 3 in the 
altitude entry. Since the LEO orbits analyzed are circular, the apogee and 
perigee altitude values are equal.  

Argument of 	The angle, in the plane of the satellite's orbit, between the ascending node 
perigee 	 and the perigee of the orbit, measured in the direction of the satellite's 

motion. 
This parameter is set to zero for circular orbits.  

Right ascension of 	The RAAN is the angle in the Earth's equatorial plane measured eastward 
the ascending node 	from the vernal equinox to the ascending node of the orbit, where the 
(RAAN): 	 ascending node is the point in the satellite's orbit where the Earth's 

equatorial plane going from north to south is crossed. 
In this analysis, the RAAN of the first orbit plane is set to zero as a 
reference. The RAAN of the other planes are made equal to multiple of 

- 

	

	the plane spacing, as defined in Table 3. Adjacent planes are located on 
either side of the reference plane.  

Mean anomaly: 	The mean anomaly is the angle, in the satellite orbital plane, between the 
perigee of the orbit and the position where the satellite would be if it 
always moved at its average angular rate. 
In this analysis, the mean anomaly of the reference satellite is set to zero. 
The anomaly for the other satellites is equal to 3600  divided by the 
number of satellites in the plane plus the plane phasing, as defined in 
Table 3, corresponding to the plane in which the satellite is located. 

Plane phasing 	Offset angle in the distribution of satellites in each plane, in relation with 
the first plane. 

•, 
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Figure 1 Orbital geometry parameters 

3.2 Case Study: Teledesic 
The  Telede  sic  system is to provide global multi-media links via a constellation of 288 LEO 

spacecraft organized in 12 orbital planes of 24 satellites each. Each satellite is to be linked with 
eight of its neighboring spacecraft. Four of these links will be with satellites in the same orbital 
plane, two forward and two backward. The other four will be with satellites in adjacent planes: 
one on each of the four closest adjacent planes. 

There are two case studies for the Teledesic constellation. One, as represented by Figure 2, 
where the satellites in adjacent planes travel in the same direction, and another case, as 
represented by Figure 3, where the satellites travels in opposite directions. The case represented 
by Figure 3 occurs around the "seam" where the first and last orbital planes run side-by-side but 
in opposite direction. The interaction at the seam is of concern  for the first two and last two 
orbital planes only. 

Table 5 gives the parameters used to simulate the Teledesic orbital characteristics with the 
STK software. Note that since in Teledesic, the orbits are located in different altitudes (0.5 km of 
separation betvveen them), the plane phasing is constantly changing. In Figure 2, a disposition is 
given at random. 
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Figure 2 Teledesic regular ISL link configuration. Each satellite is linked with eight of its 
neighbouring satellites, located in the same plane and in adjacent planes. The links of only one 
satellite is shown here for clarity. 
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Figure 3 Teledesic ISL link configuration at the seam. Satellites in the SO orbital plane nm 
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Table 5 - System parameters for Teledesic 
Altitude 	 1350 km  
Inclination 	 90 degrees  
Number of planes 	 12  
Number of satellites per plane 	24  
Plane spacing 	 15 degrees  
Plane phasing 	 Random  
Crosslinks 	 With 8 adjacent satellites: 2 preceding and 2 

following in same orbital plane, 
1 on each of the 4 closest adjacent planes 

3.2.1 Teledesic — Regular Link Analysis 
Figure 4gives a pictorial representation of the Teledesic constellation used for the regular 

(i.e. not at the seam) link simulation. It is based on the diagram shown in Figure 2. Satellite SO is 
chosen as the reference payload. It is initially positioned at the equator at 1000  west of 
longitude. As described in Table 5, SO is in communications with its 8 neighbors, Si  to S8. 
Each satellite on a specific orbit is separated from its adjacent one by 15 0  and each orbit is 
separated from its adjacent one also by 15 0  (plane spacing). Therefore, satellites Siand S2, 
which lead SO on the same orbit, are spaced, from SO, by 150  and 30° respectively, while S3 and 
S4, which lag SO, are located at -15° and -30° on the SO orbit. S5 and S6 are on the immediate 
adjacent orbital plane, ±15° from the SO orbit, while S7 and S8 are on the next one over at ±30°. 

Since adjacent orbits are separated by 0.5 km in altitude, the relative position between 
satellites on different orbits (plane phasing) is drifting. Therefore, the constellation arrangement 
depicted by Figure 4 is only a special case for the simulation. For a complete simulation, one 
must consider all possible plane phasing, from —7.5° to +7.5°. Beyond that range, a satellite 
would be linked to the next satellite. 

From the simulations, it is seen that all eight communications links can be maintained at 
all time. However, this would create real challenging requirements for the azimuth and elevation 
steering mechanisms. The elevation steering mechanism would be required to scan between 
±90°, and the azimuth would need to be scanning over a complete 360 0. This would be needed 
to allow cross over of the satellites at the poles. However, those requirements can be reduced 
significantly if one is to limit communications links for when the satellites are inside ±85 ° of 
latitude. 

Table 6 shows the simulation results for links established between SO and the other eight 
satellites between ±85 ° of latitude, i.e. whenever one satellite goes over the limit, the link is 
broken. Figure 5 and Figure 6 display graphically the values of azimuth, elevation, range and 
their rate of change as a function of time for the interaction between SO and S5 (adjacent orbits) 
and SO and S7 (two orbits apart) respectively. Graphs similar to those shown in Figure 5 and 
Figure 6 could be produced for S6 and S8 but with the azimuth centered on 270°  instead of 00  
since the orbits are on the other side. 
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Figure 4 Satellites distribution for Teledesic case study simulation. 



Table 6 Orbital interaction between satellite SO and its 8 neighbors, as defined 
in Table 5 and Figure 4 for Teledesic, for satellites travelling between ±85o of 
latitude. 

Satellite  
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	8  

Azimuth 	0 	180 	0 	180 	+81 	+81 	+73 	+73 
[degrees]  

Azimuth rate 
[9minute] 
Tracking 	0 	0 	0 	0 	6 	6 	10 	10 

	

Re-Acquisition 	 40 	40 	50 	50  
Elevation 	-7.5 	-15 	-7.5 	-15 	+5 ° 	+5 ° 	±80 	±80  
[degrees]  

Elevation rate 
[°/minute] 
Tracidng 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0.6 	6.6 	1 	1 

	

Reacquisition 	 2 	2 	2 	2  
Range 	Min 	2017 	403 	2017 	4034 	175 	175 	348 	348  
[km] 	Max 	4 	 2254 	2254 	4119 	4119  
Range rate 	0 	0 	0 	0 	115 	115 	170 	170 

[km/minute]  
Period for 	A 	A 	A 	A 	51 	51 	51 	51 

which link is 	 to 	to 	to 	to 
maintained 	 53 	53 	53 	53 

(min)  
Period for Link 0 0 0 0 3 to 6 3 to 6 3 to 6 3 to 6 
broken (min) 

Note: "A" means Always i.e. the link is always maintained. 

Satellites on the same orbit (SO, Si,  S2,  53, S4) are seen stationary from one to another. 
The azimuth, elevation and range do not vary. This is not the case for satellites on different 
orbits. The azimuth, elevation and range values entered in Table 6 are the extremes. The last two 
rows of entries indicate the duration for which the links between satellites can be maintained 
continuously and the duration for which the links are broken, at the poles. For links established 
within an orbit, no breakage occurs. For inter-orbit links, the communications can be established 
for 51 to 53 minutes, depending on the relative positions of the satellites. The links are then 
broken for 3 to 5 minutes before reacquisition must be done. 
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3.2.2 Teledesic - interaction of satellites at the seam 
As mentioned earlier, at the orbital seam, (Figure 3), the satellites on adjacent planes 

travel in opposite directions and the rate of change of the orbital parameters increases 
significantly. 

The orbital simulation, described in this section, is based on the diagram shown in Figure 
3. Satellite SO is chosen as the reference payload. It is initially positioned at the equator at 100 0  
west of longitude. SO is linked with S9 located on the first orbit across the link (orbit 12 of the 
constellation) and with S10 located on the second orbit across the link (orbit 11 of the 
constellation). Orbit 11 is at an altitude of 5 km higher than orbit 1 and orbit 12 at 5.5 km 
higher. Again, because satellites on different orbits are drifting relative to each other, multiple 
simulations must be done to cover the extreme cases. 

Figure 7 shows a graphical representation of the simulation results for links established 
across the seam between SO and every satellites on the S10 orbit (each dotted line represents a 
distinct link) for azimuth, elevation and range parameters. The dark lines show how the links 
should be restricted to maintain the azimuth, elevation and range values within the limits of 
regular links as defined in Table 6. In those cases, it is seen that links are established between 
every fourth satellites. 

As expected, the link duration and the rate of change are modified considerably. From 
the simulations, it is found that links, between two satellites on adjacent orbits, can be 
established for approximately 21 minutes and for 8.5 minutes for links across two orbits. 
However, the link range would reach 8700 km. This is approximately twice the maximum link 
range of the regular orbits defined in section 3.2.1. Communications along that link distance 
would require a 6 dB increase in optical power or that the diameter of the telescope aperture be 
doubled. - 

To simplify the terminal design, it is suggested that the azimuth, elevation and range 
requirements be restricted to values similar to those of a regular link as described in Table 6. 
This would however considerably reduce the period of time for which links can be maintained, 
but at the benefit of much a simpler system. Table 7 tabulates the results of the restricted links in 
a format similar to the one of Table 6. 
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Table 7 Orbital interaction parameters between satellite 
SO and its neighbours across the seam as defined in Table 
5 and for Teledesic. The values entered are for link range 
smaller than 4200 km and for satellites within ±85°  of 
latitude. 

Satellites  
9 	10  

Azimuth [degrees] 	 +80 	±80 
Azimuth rate (max) 	 15 °/min 	15 °/min 

Elevation [degrees] 	 +15 ° 	±150 

Elevation rate (max) 	 3 °/min 	2 °/min 
Range[km] 	 Min 	350 	350  

Max 	4200 	4200  
Range rate [km/sec] 	 10 	12 

Period for Link maintained (min) 	9 	3 to 10 

3.2.3 Teledesic System Requirement Summary 
Table 8 gives a summary of the system requirements. The last two entries relate to the 

speed at which the telescope must be swung around during communications outage to reacquire 
the next satellite. The values of the last two entries were found in the literature. 

Table 8 Teledesic system requirements summary 

1 	Data Rate 	 2.5 Gbps  
2 	Bit Error Rate 	 10-6  

Minimum Range 	 1501m  
4 	Maximum Range 	 4200 km  
5 	Maximum Latitude 	 +85°  
6 	Scanning range (Azimuth) 	±1100  
7 	Scanning range (Elevation) 	+15° 
8 	Max. Scan Rate (Azimuth) 

Tracking 	 15°/min 
Re-Acquisition  

9 	Max. Scan Rate (Elevation) 
Tracldng 	 2°/min 
Re-Acquisition  

10 	Azimuth slew rate 	 6°/sec  
11 	Elevation slew rate 	 6°/sec 
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3.3 Case Study: Celestri 
In this section, the Celestri project, from Motorola, is analyzed. As mentioned in Table 3, 

Celestri is a hybrid system composed of both LEO and GEO satellites. The LEO satellites will 
provide real-time interactive bandwidth-on-demand applications while the GEO satellites will be 
used for broadcast and multicast applications. Only the LEO satellites will be equipped with ISL 
capability. The following sections will therefore study only the LEO-LEO ISL. 

3.3.1 Constellation Description 

The LEO constellation is divided in 7 orbital planes of 9 satellites each. Each satellite is to 
be linked with six of its neighbouring spacecraft as shown in Figure 8. Two of these links will 
be with satellites in the same orbital plane, one forward and one backward. The other four will 
be with satellites in adjacent planes: two on each of the two adjacent planes. In Celestri, the 
plane phasing can be maintained constant at 28.57°. Table 9 gives the parameters used to 
simulate the Celestri orbital characteristics with the STK software. 

ille71111"' 

Emanda-sumus 

manize-raussze. r • 
S 1,  
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zumszffl-afflas 

• 111 
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isang.-mme 

.• 

..,'• 	SO 

insmel-emena 
S2 

muzill-fflunts 

namenla-meam 
S3 

S5 

,.* 
Figure 8 Celestri ISL link configuration. Each satellite is linked with six of its 
neighbouring satellites, located in the same plane and in adjacent planes. 
Satellites located on the same plane are spaced by 40'; planes are spaced by 
51.43° and offset by 28.57°. The links of only one satellite, SO, is shown here for 
clarity. 

Table 9 System parameters for Celestri 

Altitude 	 1400 km  
Inclination 	 48 degrees  
Number of planes 	 7  
Number of satellites per plane 	9  
Plane spacing 	 51.43 degrees  
Plane phasing 	 28.57 degrees  
Crosslink 	 With 6 adjacent nodes in the 

same plane and other planes 
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Figure 10 gives a pictorial representation of the constellation used for the orbital 
simulation. Satellite S0  _O is chosen as the reference payload. Similar to the previous 
simulation, it is initially positioned at the equator, at 100° W. It is in communications with six of 
its neighbors. On the same orbit, the satellites S0_1 and S0_2 are spaced by 400  on each side of 
S0_0. Satellites S1_0 and S7_0 are located on the adjacent planes at ±51.43° from the reference 
plane and are offset by ±11.43° on the orbit. Satellites S1_1 and S7_1 are also located on the 
adjacent plane, at ±51.43°, but are offset by ±51.43°. 

3.3.2 Celestri — Link Analysis 
A complete orbit for a Celestri satellite requires 1 hour 53 minutes and 45 seconds. The 

results of the simulation are tabulated in Table 11. Graphical representations of the azimuth, 
elevation, range and the rate of change for the S1_0 and S1_1 links are shown in Figure 11 and 
Figure 12. The results for the link between S7_0 and S7_1 would be the same except for the fact 
that the azimuth angle would be negative. 

From inspection of the results, the following conclusions can be reached: 
• The simulations showed that every satellite could have a continuous link to its six adjacent 

satellites. 
• Due to the inclination of the orbits, communications across the seam is not required for 

Celestri. 
• As with Teledesic, satellites on similar orbits are seen stationary in relation to each other. 
• Only two satellites are accessible at all time from a satellite on an adjacent orbital plane. 
• The minimum range, between two satellites is 2000 km and the maximum is at 5900 km. 
• In order to maintain communications for a complete orbit without switching to another 

satellite, the telescope must cover a maximum excursion of ±75° in azimuth and ±7° in 
elevation. 
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Table 10 Orbital interaction between satellite SO and its 6 
neighbours, as defined in Figure 9 and Table 10 for Celestri. 

Satellite Number  
SO 1 	S0_2 	S1_0 	S7_0 	S1_1 	S7 1  

Azimuth 	0 	180 	+65 	+65 	+75 	+75 
[degrees]  

Azimuth rate 
[°/minute] 	0 	0 	5.1 	5.1 	7.9 	7.9 

Elevation 	-20 	-20 	±6 0 	+6 0 	+7 0 	+7 0  
[degrees]  

Elevation rate 
[°/minute] 	0 	0 	0.6 	0.6 	0.7 	0.7 

Range 	Min 	5320 	5320 	3100 	3100 	2000 	2000  
[km] 	Max 	 5900 	5900 	5400 	5400  
Range rate 	0 	0 	155 	155 	187 	187 
[km/minute] 
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Figure 10 Celestri link parameters for SOO to S10 link . 
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Figure 11 Celestri  link  parameters for S0_0 to S1_1 link 
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3.4 Doppler Shift 
When two satellites move away from each other or towards each other while trying to 

communicate, a Doppler shift affects the frequency of the intersatellite link signal. The range 
rate of change creates a Doppler shift according to the following equation: 

f 	 i(1142  
where 

f' is the Doppler shifted frequency; 
fis the frequency of operation,; 

u is the relative velocity between the two platforms; 
c is the speed of light. 

Figure 12 shows a graphical representation of the Doppler shift, in MHz, for the three cases 
studied, Teledesic regular, Teledesic seam and Celestri. For Celestri and the regular Teledesic 
links, Doppler shift up to 2 GHz occurs. For Teledesic, at the seam, the optical frequency may 
vary from ±9GHz in the five minutes the link is established. Table 11 tabulates the maximum 
values of Figure 12. These values assume a nominal optical wavelength of 1550 nm. 

Doppler shift 
[MHz] 

Celestri 	2015 

Teledesic 	1884 

Teledesic-seam 	8958 

Table 11 - Doppler shift comparison for seam and non-seam cases 
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4. LINK PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

In this chapter, the performance of optical intersatellite links, expressed in terms of bit-
error probability, will be defined. Equations will be derived and graphs plotted to show the 
effect of various parameters such as transmit power level, antenna diameter, link range, noise 
sources, and modulation schemes. In the first section, the optical power budget will be defined 
and an equation to evaluate the detected power will be derived. In the second section, an 
analysis of the noise contribution will be done. In the last section, the detected power level and 
the noise level will be combined and bit en-or rate curves for various modulation formats will be 
presented. It is assumed, in this analysis, that the two platforms have achieved acquisition and 
that tracking is maintained. 

4.1 Optical Power Budget 
The optical power received at the photodetector, Popt , can be expressed as: 

Papt= (PL Lcp  0u:el /fr -Etc ,Ax,)*4 

where 
PL = Optical power of the source, 
Gtx opt amp, Grx opt amp, = Transmitter and receiver optical amplifier gain, 
Gtx tel , Grx tat = Gain of the transmitting / receiving telescope, 
Lt„ = Loss due to wavefi-ont errors, 
Ltx opt , Lrx opt = Loss due to transmit/receive optics transmissivity, 
Lr = Range loss, 
Lne_pt = Pointing loss, 

4.1.1 Telescope gain  (Gt. opt amp', Grx opt atnp) 
The classical telescope gain formula is written for an ideal, uniformly illuminated circular 
aperture of diameter D as [13]: 

( 1) 

Where is the optical wavelength, 0 the angular displacement and Ji(x) the Bessel function of 
the first order. For on-axis gain (0=0), the gain formula simplifies to the well known expression: 

G (O ) = (Ir D 
 ) 

2 	
( 3) 

However, in laser communications, the near-field profile of the transmitted beam is Gaussian or 
nearly Gaussian, with an amplitude plane wave with a waist size 63 impinging onto a circular 
aperture Deer  with an obscuration Dobs. In those cases, the gain of the transmit antenna is 
reduced and can be expressed as [14]: 
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i(u) 	1(Yu)) 2  2 27c D  e.  4F 

(1 —  y 2 ) [.f 0  
du) 	 ( 7) 

tx _ w f 

2  ( 2 ir 	rm s   )  

= e  ( 

where 

Note that the central obscuration creates a need to optimize the trade-off between a and 
y in an effort to maximize the net power being passed through that annular aperture. Klein and 
Degrian [14] have derived a simple approximation exact at y = 0 and accurate to within ±1% for y 
<0.4. 

ccoptimum -= 1.12 — 1.3 y2  + 2.12 y4  

For the receive antenna, the incoming field can be approximated as uniform and therefore the 
gain equation corresponds to the usual equation (7cD / 42  . If the effect of obscuration from the 
central mirror and supports are taken into effect as well as various losses at the detector such as 
fractional signal power detected, the receiving antenna gain can be written, for direct detection, 
as [15]:  

( 5) 

where 

and F being the F-number of the telescope. 

4.1.2 Wavefront error losses  (14,, wf) 
The wavefront loss is associated with aberrations of the optical signal by the optical 

elements in the transmit path. An rms quantification of these error contribution is typically used 
to determine the loss due to wavefront error and is expressed as a = X,/x where x is in the order of 
10 for most laser communications systems. The wavefront error loss can be computed by: 
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( 2 

Popt_rx 

P L * G tx _op t _amp * G rx _opt _amp 
(11) G link 

P  L * G link * G _ opt_amp * G rx _opt _amp P  opt _rx (12) 

When a number of optical surfaces are involved, the net overall cr., can be determined by: 

rmsl = 	, 2  + c •  2 2  + . . . + 

Typical values for optical element quality are: 

Flat mirrors and plates (<4") 	X/200 	Spherical mirrors (<14") 	X/40 
Flat mirrors and plates (4 - 14") X/50 	Spherical lenses (<14") 	2/40 
Cube beamsplitters 	 1/20 

4.1.3 Transmission loss  ( Ltx opt, Ltx opt) 
Transmission loss is caused by the optical lenses and coatings in the optical network, 

which have finite transtnissivity at the desired wavelength. For a typical OISL system 
containing 1 thermal window, 1 primary mirror, 1 secondary mirror,  10  lenses in the eye piece, 
1-2 fine pointing mirrors, 3-4 beam splitters, 3-4 lenses at the laser or detector, the transmissivity 
would be on the order of 80%. 

4.1.4 Propagation loss  (Lr) 
The propagation loss, resulting from the diverging wavefront of the optical signal as it 

propagates the link distance, R, can be expressed by the classical expression: 

= 	 A 
4 7r 	R 

4.1.5 Link Gain Gunk) 
From the above definitions, the gain of the link can be computed using the expression: 

2 
( 10) 

(G tx _tel L tx _wf L tx _opt L  tx _ p t ) * 	*  (G rx _telL rx _opt L  rx_pt) 

From Eqn 11, one can write the optical power impinging on the photodetector as: 

These equations can be used to analyze the effect changes in the various parameters have on 
the link. Using the baseline parameters defined in Table 12, Figure 13 shows the variation of the 
link gain, (Glink), for various antenna diameters (Di x  =Dix) and various range links (R). 
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Table 12 Link Parameters 

Optical wavelength 	 ?t, 	1550 nm  
Ratio of central obscuration 	Dobx 	0.2 
over antenna diameter (y) 	paper 

Tx / Rx wavefront loss 	I-4X Wf 	1.7 dB  
Tx / Rx transmissivity loss 	Lac opt 	0.97 dB  
Transmitter pointing error 	0 	1 grad 

Figure 13 Link gain as a function of free space distance between the two 
platforms for various antenna diameters. The other system parameters are 
defined in Table 12.  

4.2 Noise analysis 
In order the minimize the transmission error probability, it is important to maximize the 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In this section, the most important noise sources will be described 
and equations will be derived to evaluate noise power spectral density (in  A2/Hz) produced by 
each one. The noise sources to be considered are: 

• Shot noise, 
• Dark current noise, 
• Thermal noise, 
• Circuit noise, 
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4.2.1 Shot noise 
Since the photo-detection of the incoming photons is a statistical process, it introduces shot noise 
proportional to the dc-current in the photodiode, with a uniform one-sided power spectral density 
equal to: 

2 q  F Popt r 	M 

where 
is the electronic charge, 
the detector excess noise factor, 

Peg 	is the detected optical power from the desired signal Psis, the background sources, 
Pb,  and the local oscillator PLo (if heterodyne detection is used), 

id 	the detector sensitivity (A/W), 
the detector gain, 

Bd. 	the RF bandwidth. 

4.2.2 Excess Noise Factor 
The excess noise factor, F, present in some photo-detectors such as in avalanche photodiodes, is 
a results of the multiplication process of photo-generated electrons. Due to the statistical nature 
of multiplication process, every photo-generated electron undergoes a different gain, with a 
fairly broad non-Gaussian probability distribution. As a result, the magnitude of the multiplied 
detector noise is increased by a factor F over what it would be in a perfect, noiseless detector. F 
has been shown to be a function of the average gain M and a parameter keff which is a weighted 
average of the ratio of the ionization coefficients of holes and electrons in the multiplication 
region and is given by: 

F =k eff * M + 	( 1 — k .ff  ) ( 2 

Note that the excess noise factor may sometime be expressed as: 

F = M x 

where x is a constant specified by the manufacturer. In PIN diodes, where there is no gain, x is 
zero, and F equals one. 

4.2.3 Background noise 
The background power collected by the antenna can be computed by: 

Pb = A(T,2)01x4Bce  f qx 

A(71,2)084xBoet 	gc 
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n m 

Where 	and SI,„ are the source and receiver's field of view. The moon, like the sun sustain an 
angle, SI., of about 0.5 degree (9mrad). 

The irradiance A is usually described by a blackbody radiation model in which given by [17]: 

c 2 h 	1 A (T,2 ) = 	5 I 	ho 
e 	1 

rifT  

2 M M 

Where c is the speed of light, h the Planck's constant, k the Boltzman's constant and T the 
blackbody radiation temperature expressed in Kelvin. For example, the sun irradiance, measured 
outside the earth's atmosphere closely resembles that of a blackbody at 6000K. The two main 
background noise sources for OISL are the sun and the moon. The moon has an irradiance of 
2.4*104  W / m2  gm, while the sun has an irradiance of 240W  / m2  gm [13]. 

4.2.4 Detector dark current noise 
The detector dark current usually has two components: a surface-generated component 

which is unmultiplied and a much smaller bulk-generated component which undergoes 
multiplication. 

The non-multiplicative dark current noise can be expressed as: 

= 	2 q I n m 	 ( 15) 

The multiplicative dark current noise can be Written as: 

= 2q1I 2 F1„, 

where 
q is the electronic charge 

, In, are the non-multiplicative and multiplicative dark current components 
M the detector average gain 
F the detector excess noise factor 

Note that the multiplicative dark current noise is only present in detectors such as avalanche 
photodiodes (APDs) where the generated electrical signal undergoes multiplication to create 
higher current. 

( 16) 
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4.2.5 Thermal noise 
The thermal noise, due to the resistive part of the detector can be expressed as: 

= 4 k T 
where 

k is the Boltzman constant 
T the effective noise temperature of the feedback resistor in °K. 

4.2.6 Circuit noise 
When a PET amplifier is used in the front end, following the detector, noise is introduced 

and may be define by [16]: 

2 	4 kT  1 	I' 	 (27r  Cr) 
13B

3 	
(18) 

g. 
i c  = R 	+ 

gm RL j
+ 2 q/ gate  / 2 B + 4 IcIT 

where 
RI, is the load resistor 
F a numerical factor given by the PET  material (0.7 for Si-APD) 
gm  the transconductance of the  PET  
12, 13 , Personick's constants determined by the pulse shape and detector transfer function 
CT total load capacitance 

4.2.7 Total Noise Contribution 
The total noise power spectral density is the quadrature sum of all noise density contribution and 
is given by: 

( 17) 

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be expressed in terms of the total signal power to total noise 
power. The SNR can thus be written as: 

P  rx _opt il d ) 2  S N R = 
2 

noise 

Table 13 gives typical values of detector parameters required in the noise analysis and Figure 14 
shows the shot noise and thermal noise contributions for various photodetectors as a function of 
the detected optical power. Note that for the PIN diode curve, valid for an InGaAs and a SI 
PINs, the noise level is limited by thermal noise (constant noise level). Only above —14 dBm can 
the effect of shot noise be seen when the noise level starts to increase. For the APDs, the noise 
levels become shot noise limited around —20 dBm for the InGaAs APD and around —14 dBm for 
the Si APD when the relations between the noise level and the input power become linear. 

( 20) 
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Table 13 Detector parameters 

Detector efficiency 	rid 	0.8 A/W  
Detector temperature 	T 	300 K  
Detector gain 	 M 	1 for PIN 

50 for InGaAs APD 
150 for Si APD  

Multiplicative current 	I. 	10nA for InGaAs APD 
1 pA for Si_APD  

Non-multiplicative current 	I., 	10 nA  
Ionization coefficient 	keff 	0 for PIN 

0.5 for InGaAs APD 
0.008 for Si APD  

Detector load capacitance 	CT 	6 pF  
Personick's constants 	12 	0.45 

13 	0.03 

Figure 14 Shot noise plus thermal levels for various 
photodetector types as a function of detected power. The PIN 
diode curve represents both the InGaAs and the Si P1Ns. 
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, = —1 e r fc 	  
2 

P b 
 

( 21 ) 

4.3 Error Probability 
The bit error probability depends on the signal to noise ratio and on the modulation format 

used. Modulation techniques can be broken down into two main categories: coherent or non-
coherent. Coherent techniques rely on the phase information of the signal whereas non-coherent 
will depend on amplitude level or position in time. With coherent techniques, a second source, 
called a local oscillator, is required at the receiver to retrieve the phase information of, or 
demodulate the incoming signal. This is not needed for non-coherent techniques. 

The main modulation formats for coherent techniques include: BPSK, QPSK and QAM. 
For non-coherent techniques, the most common formats are On-Off keying and pulse position 
modulation. In this report, only non-coherent On-Off keying (00K) will be studied as it is the 
most popular form of modulation. 

4.3.1 Non-coherent On-Off shift Keying (00K)  
In a non-coherent 00K, which is also called binary ASK, the laser is either on or off to 

represent a one or a zero. At the receiver, demodulation is done by integrating the detected 
signal over the bit period and comparing this value to a threshold. If the optimum threshold is 
used, then the probability of bit error is: 

where: 
= Photo-current generated by the detected signal power 

ao  = noise variances, when the signal is not present, due to background noise, dark 
- 	current, thermal noise 

2 	• 2 	• 2 	• 2 	• 2 cro = h + + + h 
GO = noise variances, when the signal is present, due to background noise, dark 

current, thermal noise 
2 	• 2 	• 2 	• 2 	• 2 Op = Is  m lb -r d F  It 

From the link budget and noise analysis, one can compute the performance of an OOK link. 
Figure 15 gives the bit error rate curve (BER) as a function of the received power for three bit 
rates. The parameters given in Table 12 and Table 13 are assumed. Figure 16 shows bit error rate 
curves for a 2.5 Gbps transmission and various photodetectors as a function of the received 
power. 
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Figure 15 Bit error rate as a function of the optical power 
detected for various data rates using a InGaAs PIN as 
photodetector. No-background noise is considered. 

Figure 16 Bit error rate as a function of the optical power 
detected for various photodetectors. No-background noise is 
considered and a data rate of 2.5 Gbps is assumed. 
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5.0 CONCLUSION 

The wide variety of proposed satellite systems requiring optical intersatellite links, 
renders the task of defining generic system specifications somewhat difficult. The orbital 
parameters differ widely from low-earth orbit to geostationary locations maldng the tracking 
requirements different. The data rates and link ranges are also very different from systems to 
system making the ante= aperture and optical power parameters different. Moreover, the 
proposed systems are still evolving and the orbital and link parameters are still changing. 
Nonetheless, a system analysis framework can be defined based on preliminary system 
parameters. Acquisition and tracking requirements, link budget, antenna size can be roughly 
evaluated. 

In this report, two global communications systems are studied: Teledesic and Celestri. 
Orbital simulations are done to evaluate cross-link parameters such as azimuth, elevation and 
range. It is found that for Celestri, intersatellite links can be maintained at all time, but for 
Teledesic, outages periods of 3 to 6 minutes are required twice per orbit when the satellites 
crosses the poles. Without those outages, the telescope gimbals would have to scan over 360 0  in 
azimuth and 90° in elevation. Allowing communications when the satellites are within ±85° of 
longitude reduces the Teledesic telescope gimbal requirements to ±81° in azimuth and ±8° in 
elevation. The Celestri system has requirements somewhat similar with, ±75 0  in azirnuth and 
±7° in elevation. As for the cross-link distances, the Teledesic constellation shows ranges 
between 150km to 4200km, whereas for Celestri, the ranges span from 2000km to 6000km. 
Range, azimuth and elevation change rates have also been computed and values are given in 
Figures and Tables in the report. 

A link budget analysis has also been done with a detailed description presented in Anriex. 
It is shown that for a 5000km link, a 1 watt transmitter coupled with a 15 cm telescope could 
achieve a 10-9  bit-error rate when using an avalanche photodiode in the receiver. Using optical 
amplifiers in both the transmitter and receiver could reduce the laser power to conunercially 
available values without significantly increasing the noise power level. 

The present analysis was focused towards the elaboration of a technical base for the 
definition of OISL parameters. It was found that none of the system requirements are impossible 
to achieve with today's technology. The challenge however is to build a system which is light, 
compact and offer high performance. Future study could therefore be focused towards the 
analysis of present OISL technology and system integration and to investigate areas of possible 
improvements. For example, the pointing and tracking units could be investigated as well as the 
use of fiber optics instead of free space propagation inside the telescope. 
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Units Definitions 
tm:z1O 6.m 	A := amp 	W := watt 	C :=c,oul 	s := sec 

nm := 10-9 • m 	nA := 10-9.A 	mW := 10-3 .W 	J  :=joule 	grad := 10-6.rad 

pA := 10-12.A 	:= 10-6.W 	fl :=ohm 

nW := 10-9.W 



Parameters Definition 
Global Constants 

Speed of light in free space 

Electron Charge 

Decibel 

Background Noise 
Sources 

Near&ld types 

Counters 

c :=3-108
.—
In 

S 

q  :=1.602.10 19.0 

dB := 1 

dBm := 1 

NO BACKGROUND : = 0 

BLACICBODY := 1 

MOON := 2 

SUN := 3 

UNIFORM := 0 

GAUSS_ON_AXIS := 1 

GAUSS_OFF_AXIS := 2 

Planck Constant 

Boltzman Constant 

Detector types 

h := 6.625.10-34.1.s 

-23  k := 1.38.10 .—I  
K 

InGaAs PIN := 0 

InGaAs_APD 

Si PIN  :=2 

Si_APD := 3 

Number of detector type 	det_type_num : = 3 

Transmitter power levels Pi, 
imax := 80 

i :=0..imax 

Data bandwidth BRF 
jmax := 2 

j := O.. jmax 

Pointing angle error Wpt 
nmax := 5 

P L.  := (1 -1-1).1.W 

B RF .  := (1 -1- j)•2.5.GHz 
.1 

n := O.. mnax tv tx_pt  := (1 -1- n).1.1.trad 
li 

Antenna size Dant  = Dtx_aper  = Drx_nper  
pmax := 4 

p := O.. pmax 	D ant  :=(1 -1-. p).5.cm 
P 

rmax := 14 

r:=0..rmax 	Ri. := (1 -1- r)-500.1cm 

Range Rt. 



:= 1550.nm 

V := — 

L.  
PL dB.  :=10.1og 	 

1 	1•mW 

Gtx_opt_amp_dB 0 

D tx_aperp  :=D amp  

v1.935-1014  -Hz 

Pr, defined in globalconstant 
section 

G tx_opt_amp_dB 
1 := 10 	0  G 1X opt_arrip 

Note: Typical value for 
abs / Dtx_aper  for a Cassegrain 

style telescope is around 0.2 

TRANSMUTER CONSTANTS 

Laser wavelength 

Laser Frequency 

Laser Power 

Optical Amplifier Gain 

Antenna aperture diameter 

Transmitter obscuration diameter D tx_obs := 0.2.D Ix aper 
P secondary mirror and support 	P 

 

structure 

Transmitter diverging angle 

For an unobscured beam. ° tx div 	 p D aperp  
Ref: [8] p.7 
Ref [9] p. 4 

Example: for D tx_apero =5 -c111  ° divo =31-grad 
—  - 

Note: For a centrally obscured aperture, the beam divergence 
decreases slightly with increasing obscuration. Fig. 10 in ref 4, 
shows the degradation of the half angle cone for increased 
obscuration 

Transmitter field of view 

For an unobscured beam: 

Transinitter beam waist radius measured 
at the 1/e2  intensity point 

4.X2 

t 
Z. (D aperp)2 

D tx aper  
3—  

Ref [9] p. 8 
Ref: [8] p. 7 

This ensures that 99% of a Gaussian 
beam will be propagated [ref 3 p.17] 

Example: o) 00=0.017-m 



Transmitter telescope gain 

Ref 1 p.97-99 
The classical telescope gain formula is written for an ideal, uniformly illuminated circular 
aperture of diameter Dt,, and the gain, at an angle 0, is given by: 

G(0) = rerD.12,,,[2,(7,sin(0))4, / 212  
L  2 j 	yrsin(04, 

which, on axis is simplified to: 

G(0)  =Pr 4,12  
L 

However, in laser comm systems, the near-field profile is Gaussian or nearly-Gaussian, 
with an amplitude plane wave with a waist size, (00 (the radius of the point in the beam 
where the intensity drops to 1/e2, and wavelength 1, impinging onto a circular aperture 
Dbc_ar, with an obscuration DbLobs . 

G(0, a) = [  er D"  *[2a2P e-a2u./.0 ( 7r  D 	
2 

" sin(0))] du 
] 

 

0 

with  Œ  = Dix / 2w0  where wo  is the beam waist radius 

Here we can distinguish if the far field is on-axis or off-axis. With on-axis gain, 0=0, and J0(0) 
=1, which simplifies the equation. With off-axis gain, if we consider only the gain down to the 
1/e2  level, the equation can also be apprcodmated by a Gaussian profile out to this level. 
Here, the gain is calculated to the pointing error lift„_pt  

Defining: 

	

D tx_aper 	D bcobs 

	

P 	 _ 
7 :- 	

P  

P 	2.o) 0 	 P D tx_aper 

	

P 	 P  

\ 
X (e  off axis >13) 

2.7c 
 Ix averP  • sill(el  off axis) 

1  

We obtain the far field telescope gain [ref 4]: 

j()2 
 

2 
7C•D tx aper  

G tx(e  off axis,P) 	P  ) 2 (ap)
2 

2 

f 	\ 2 	(
X  expr cp) .ui. JO 	E) eff axis  ,p)) du  
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(it.D tc_oper  2  
P 	(a.r)2 e 	e  

2  [ (ccp)2 	p)  2. (ap)12  
G(p) 1. 2 

Note: If the near-field beam is Gaussian, and there is no misalignment, Le. on-axis and Ooff..,ds=0, than the 
antenna gain equation reduces to: 

Note: If the near-field beam is uniform, and there is no misalignment, i.e. on-axis and 0„frs=0, than the antenna 
gain equation reduces to: 

lit. D tx_er  2  
Gbc(P) 	( 	

ap 

P
)  1 [ 	02] 2t, 

Note: The central obscuration creates a need to optimize the trade-off between cc and y in 
an effort to maxiinize the net power being passed through the aimular aperture. Although 
the relationship is a complicated function, Klein and Degnan [ref 4 ] show how to derive the 
following approximation exact at  7=0 and accurate to within +1- 1% for y<0.4. 

a optimum  := 1.12 — 1.3. (7 ) 2 -1- 2.12. (7 ) 4 

Note: Gaussian beam profile and central obscuration loss (dB): 

L Gituss  dB  := 10.1og 
P 

2   [e-  ("Pf _ 	(aPfri 
()2  

Then 
D tx_apero  = 5 -cm 

D oc_obso  = 1 -cm 

= —2.358 -dB Gauss_dBo  Example: assume 

[1 

Note: Pointing Error Loss (dB) 

2 
2.

P
) 

2 

eXpr
\ 2  n) .111 JO (X(Iv tx_pt ,p)./Tu) du 

2   [e-  (ap) 2 _ (713) 2  (ap) 21 

(eeP) 2  

L pt (Iv tx_pt ,p) := 10.10 
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(2.1.a 	)2  

lx_wf e 

L bc_wf = 0 .674 

L tx_wf dB  := 10.1(43(1, bc....wf) 

Example: assume 
D tx_apero  = 5 -cm 

D  tubs°  = 1 -cm 

 Pointing error := 2. grad 

Then 	L pt(2. grad, 0)  = -0.128 -dB 

Transmitter antenna field of view [ref 2 p.8]: 

4./r 

 Gtx(0,p) 
in steradians 

Example: Assume D  tx apero  = 5 -cm  

-9 then 	el (0)  =2.10610  

= Vcri2 

 

Wavefront Loss 
The ability The wavefront loss is associated with aberrations of the optical signal by the optical 
elements in the transmit path. An rms quantification of these error contribution is typically used 
to determine the loss due to wavefront error and is expressed as a --- X/x where x is in the order 
of 10 for most laser communications systems. 
When a number of optical surfaces are involved, the net overall arms  can be determined by: 

+0 2  

Assuming that the overall rms wavefront error is: a 	: 
mis  10 

The wavefront error loss can be computed using: 

Note: Typical values for optical elements quality: 

Flat mirrors and plates (<4") 	X/200 
Flat mirrors and plates (4"-14") X/50 
Spherical mirrors (<14") 	2 /40 
Spherical lenses (<14") 	2 /40 

Cube beamsplitters 	X/20 
Ref 5: p.3-72 
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Transmissivity Loss: 

Transmission loss is caused by the optical lenses and coating in the optical network which have 
finite transmissivity at the desired wavelength. For a typical ISL system concept containing 

1 thermal window 	 1-2 fine pointing mirrors 
1 primary mirror 	 3-4 beamsplitters 
1 secondary mirror 	 3-4 lenses at the laser (or detector) 
— 10 lenses in the eye piece 

the transtnissivity would be on the order of 80% 

Transmissivity of various optical elements at 800 nm: 
Bulk fused silica: 	0.999 per 25 mm 
Bulk SF6 G5 	0.964 per 25 mm 
Bulk SK4 G13 	0.991 per 25 mm 

For this analysis, we will assume: 

L tx_opt  := 0.8 	L tx_opt_dB 113.1°g(1-' tx_opt) 

L tx opuB  =-0.969  



Propagation Loss L R  :- 	 
r (4.7t.R 

L R 	:= 10.1og(Lq 

)2  

LINK 

Background Radiation: 

Ref 2 p.59-68 
Ref 6 p 111-127 
The background sources are divided into two basic types: a) the extended background, assumed 
to occupy the entire background, and therefore is present in any receiver field of view, and b) 
discrete or point sources that are more localized but also more intense and may or may not be in 
the receiver field of view. Examples of extended background sources are the clouds, snow and 
ice and the starfield. Examples of point sources are the stars, the planets, the moon, the sun. 

Extended point sources are most often described by their spectral radiance function Wb(), 
defmed as the power radiated at wavelength X, per cycle of bandwidth into a unit solid angle per 
unit of source area. If the radiation source has an area of As, then the total power collected 
depends on the portion of the source lying within the receiver field of view, Ûrx, Thus the 
background power collected at the receiver in a wavelength bandwidth,  Bot,  around a 
wavelength  7  is given by: 

Pb = Wb(1) nix A 	if rx < 	ref: [2] p.60 

We) ns Anc Bopt 	< nix 

where S2, is the source field of view and is equal to As/Z2  where As  is the source area and Z its 
distance 

For localized point sources, which emits equally in all directions (Lambertian source), producing 
noise fields for which Os  < nrx , it is convenient to defme the source irradiance at wavelength  2 as 
the product of 

Nb (4 = Wb(1) 

and therefore the background power collected can be computed by: 

Pb = Nb(1) Arx B0  



(1n2 ILIM) 
ref: [2] p.61 

Note: most background sources are described by a blackbody radiation model in which the 
radiance is given by:  

	

( 	 

	

W blackbody( T
: _ ch 	1 

5 	bec 
X — 

e X•Ic•T 
— 1

) 

 

where T is the temperature of the radiation in degrees Kelvin, c the speed of light, h is Planck's 
constant and k the Boltzman constant. For example, the sun irradiance, measured outside the 
Earth's atmosphere closely resembles a blackbody at 6000K. 

Background irradiance energy density measured, at 1550 nm, for various sources, 
[Ref 1 p.155] 

- 	. 2.4.104  W 	background_source=M0 ON 
2 

• gin 

(204 •  W 	if background_source=SUN 
2 

n1 • gin 

( O.  W  if background_source=NO_BACKGROUND 
2 M • p,M 

W b(background_source) := 

Note: The moon, like the sun sustends an angle of about 0.5degree (9mrad) 



D pLaper  :=D ant  

D rx_obs 	tx_obs 

Note: Typical value for Dru,b, / aper 
for a Cassegrain style telescope is 
around 0.2 

(D rx_aper  
P)

2 

A m : -  rx 4 

2  D rx_obs  )1 
D rx aper 

1 

Antenna F number F ant  := 5 

(J1(u) - ix  .J1 (1,  rx  .42  
P 	P  " du det det,P) 	

2  

[ 1  - (7rxP)21 0  

r 2.7r D  det 
X 4.F ant  

RECEIVER 

Since the receiver telescope is most often the same as the transmitter telescope, the same values 
will be assumed 

Receiver aperture diameter 

Receiver obscuration diameter 

Effective Receiver 
Aperture Area 

Receiver telescope gain 

At the receiver, the incoming beam can be considered to be uniformly distributed. The 
gain equation then correspond to the usual equation 47cA112 . If we include the effect 
of obstructions from the central mirror and support (1-y2) and various losses at the 
detector such as fractional signal power detected, the telescope gain can be written as 
[ref 7 

D  nc obs 
P  

rx p D ix apex  
Defining: 

where Ddet is the diameter of the detector 

2 
(e.D 

rx-aPerp)  [1 - (7 	det( nc 	D det'P) Gne det'13) 	 \ Pi -I 



L nut  : 10 L nut  = 0.891 

L ix_pt_dB 
10 

Receiver Pointing Loss 

Receiver field of view 	 4.1z  
Ref.2 p.45 & 47 	nrx fov(D  det,P) • G rx(1D det ,p) 

steradian 

Example: f2 rx  fov( 100. pm, 1 ) =3.321-10-n  

If the receiver antenna is diffraction limited, the spot size, as defined by the Airy 
disk is given by: 

dR  
where F is the lens focal length, di) is the diameter of the focused incident beam, 
dR is the receiver antenna diameter and the optical wavelength. 

The receiver field of view OR is given by: 

d—d 
DO—P 	 R 

where dp is the photodetector diameter 

dD = 2.44F11 

Receiver Optics transmissivity loss L rx  opt = L tx_opt  rx opt_dB := 1OElog(L rx2)pt) 

G rac opt_amp_dB 

Receiver Optical Ampli fier gain 

Receiver Optical Amplifier Noise Figure 

Optical bandpass filter 

G 	:= 

NF  optamp := 5 

 B opt := 10.nm 

10 G rx opt_amp  := 10 

Not used as of 19 feb 



DETECTOR 

Detector diameter D  det := 100. i.tm  

Detector efficiency Ref. 1 p.244 

((

(

0.8.-A) if detector_type=InGaAs PIN 
W 

0.8.1 if detector_type=InGaAs_APD 
W 

0.65.A) if detector_type=Si PIN 
W 

(0.65-A) if detector type=Si_APD 
W 

ri d(detector_type) := 

Detector Temperature 	T d  := 300.K 

Detector Gain 	Ref. 1 p.244 

G det(detector_type) := 1 if detector_type=InGaAs_PIN 

10 if deteetor_type=InGaAs_APD 
1 if deteetor_typer--Si PIN 

10 if deteetor_type=Si_APD 

Multiplicative dark current Ref 1 p.244 

0•nA if detector type=InGaAs PIN 

10•nA if deteetor_type=InGaAs_APD 
1-pA if detector_type=Si PIN 

1.pA if detector_type:--Si_APD 

I na( detectortype) : = 

Non Multiplicative Dark Current Ref. 1 p.244 

10•nA if detector_type=InGaAs PIN 
10•nA if deteetor_type=InGaAs APD 
10.nA if detector_typSi PIN 

10.nA if detector_type=Si_APD 

I (detectortype) := 

A-12 



Ionization coefficient Ref. 1 p.244 

k(det_type) := 0 if det_type=InGaAs PIN 

0.5 if det_type=InGaAs_APD 

0 if det_type=Si PIN 

0.008 if det_typesSi_APD 

Excess Noise Factor 	Ref. 1 p.147 

1 if det_type=InGaAs PIN 

1 if det type=Si PIN 

[[ G det( det_type). k eft( det_type) ÷ (1 - k eft( det_type))1. (2  	otherwise 
G det( diet-tYPe)  

F( det type) := 

EXAMPLE:, Consider an Si_APD with gain of G det(Si_APD) = 10 	F( Si_APD) = 2.037 

For an InGaAs_APD with gain of det(InGaks-APD)  =10  F(InGaAs_APD) = 10.45 

Note: The InGaAs_APD will create a higher noise level than the Si APD. The signal to noise ratio will then be 
lower. 

Note: Others will express the excess noise factor as x where x is usually less than 1. The excess 
noise factor is used in the noise current density calculation along with the detector gain. The 
detector: increases the output power by a factor of G2*F or by G2+x• The relation between F and x 
is then x = log(F) / log(G). In the above exarnple x would be 0.294. 

Detector Circuit Resistance 	 Rd  

Receiver Field of view is diffi-action limited 



RECEIVED OPTICAL POWERS 

A) SIGNAL  

The received optical signal level P„, is calculated from the aggregate of all gains and losses in 
the systems 

opt_rx( i,n, P ,r) :=P  Li. G  tx_opt_amp• (G tx(Iii  tx_ptit , P)•L  tx wf tx opt) Rr• G  rx (1)  det ,  P) rx_pt-L  rx_opf G rx_opt_amp) 

r) :=10.1og 
P  opt  

(i,n,P 	 —rx(i,n,P,r) 
opt_rx_dB 1•mW 

Example, 
Using 	 we obtain 

P L  = 2.5-104  -mW D tx aperi  = 10 -cm 
24  

P opti.x(24, 0,1,3) =32.049 -p.W 

41 _pt
o 

= 1 -grad 	R3 = 2-103  ian 	 P opt_rx  dB(24, 0 , 1 , 3 ) = —14.942 -dB 

where 
PL 	 laser power 	 G./it 	optical amplifier gain 
Gix  ,  G 	gain 	Ltx_wf loss due to wavefi-ont error 
L, 	range loss 	 Lrx_pt  loss to mispointing 
Lix_opt  I.,,,c_opt  loss due to optical elements transmissivity 

B) BACKGROUND  

The collected background power is expressed as [ref 6 p.118]: 

1. If the entire source is falling within the receiver field of view: 

P b(p,background_source) := d  s2'n  fov(D  det,P)*L rx  opt. W b(background_source).o — source  

with ds  being the diameter of the source 

2. If the solid angle subtended by the source at the receiver is greater than the solid angle of the 
receiver, (which is most of  the  time with optical systems) 

P b (p ,background_source) 	rx_fov(D  det ,  P) .A.  Ix • W b(background_source).L rx_opf B opt 



X =1.55-103  -nm 

P L 	=3-104  -mW 
tx_Pow 

G 

L 	=-O.969 

- D tx 	= 10cm 
aPeri Dant 

2 
D tx_aPeri pant  10.1og (7C = 106.136 -dB 

bc_obsi Dant 
= 2 -cm 

LINK BUDGET 

Assuming: 

Dant 1  

range  =3 

i tx_pow 

 

=29 

RF 

 

11/ tx_pti pt  = 1 'grad 

D Ant, 	= 10-cm 
Dant 

	km ranga  = 2103  

P 	=3 - 104  -mW 
tx_Pow 

Pointing error of: 	i t:= 0  

Antenna diameter 

Range 

Fix laser power 

=0  

Counter on laser power 

Fix Data rates 

Counter on data rates 

i :=0..imax 

B. = 2.5 -GHz IRF 

BRF ° imax  

Wavelength of transmission (nm) 

Transmit source average power (mW) 

Optical amplifier gain (dB) 

Transmit optics transmissivity Loss (dB) 

Diameter of transmit Optics (cm) 

Transmit objective gain (dB) 

Diameter of central obscuration 

Transmit Gaussian beam profile and 
central obscuration loss (dB) 

Wavefront error Loss (dB) 

Secondary mirror and strut blockage 
loss (dB) 

L Gauss-dBi Dant 
= -2.358 

L bug dB 

 

= -1.715  -dB 
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Pointing error (grad) 	 tx_pti 
pt 

= 1  grad 

Pointing accuracy loss (dB) 	 L pt(y tx_pti  , pant)  =-0.128  -dB 
Pt 

Diffraction limited Tx beam angle 
(approx) (grad) 	 €41 —divinant = "3-lead 

Intersatellite link range (km) 	 121 range  = 2- 103  kin 

Range Loss (dB) Ri  
range  

=-264.198 -dB 

Planar beam diameter at receiver (m) 
= 31-m  ° tx—diviDani Ri  range  

Diameter of receive optics (cm) 	 D  lx-aPeri 	
= 10 -cm 

 Dant 

Diameter of central obscuration 	 D 
rx- i Dant°

b
s 	

= 2 -cm 

)21 

10.1og 
(z.D rx 

 - aPeri Dant Receive objective gain (dB) 	 = 106.136 -dB 

Central obscuration loss (dB) 

Fractional power detection loss (dB) 

10•1og 1 - (7i Dant)21  = -0.177  -d13 

10.1og 	ID det (  det,-i  Dant))  =-O.18 -dB 

Secondary mirror and strut blockage 
loss (factor) (dB) 

Receive optical transmissivity loss (dB) 	L rx opt_dB -0.969  -dB  

Pointing error loss (dB) 	 L rx_pt_dB = -13 . 5 -dB 

Optical power at detector (11W) 	 opt_rx(i  tx_pow,  pt,  Dant, i  range) = 38.459 -p.W 

(dBm) 	opt_rx dB tx_pow,  pt,  Dant , i  range) = -14.15 -dBm 

P  
LINK LOSS (dB) 	10.1og( 	—'-1)42" ) P 	 • 	i 	• 	= 58.921 -dB 

1. mW 	opt_rx dr3 tx_pow,  I pt,  Dant, I  range/ 



PHOTO-CURRENTS 

The photo-current, i, generated by an optical signal of power Popt  is given by: 

s  h.v 
where cg/hv is the detector responsivity, id, in A/W 

i s  (13  opt, detector_type) 	d(detector_type).P opt 

The instantaneous receiver output signal voltage vp, is then equal to: 

v s :=G def i  s' R L° where Gdet is the detector current gain and RI, the 
equivalent detector load 

The average signal power at the receiver output is defined to be the time average of vp2  over a time 
period reciprocal to the output filter bandwidth Bd. Thus for an unmodulated carrier, the signal power 
iS: 2 

V S S := — 11 	Or 	S  := (G  def s) 2'R  L °  

2 

:= (G def clIP opt) . R La  h. v 

For the optical signal 
S di,n,p,r,Detec_type) := (Gdet(Detec- type).ri d(Detec_type).P  0pt_rx(i,n,p,r)) 2.R d 

(S 	, r, Detec_type) 
S dBm(i,n,p,r,Detec_type) :=10.1og 	  

1.mW 

Example: 
using: 

P 	=3-104  inW 	w 	= 1 -grad w   
pt 

D ant.
I Dant 

= 10-cm 	 R. 	= 2-103 -Ian range 

we obtain P optdB tx_pow,i  pt,  Dant , i  range) = -14.15 -dBm 

S rf.(i tx_pow ,  pt,  Dant,i  range ,  Si-PIN) =31.246 -nW 

- rf dBm(i  tx_pow, i pt,  Dant ,i  range ,  Si-PIN) = -45.052 dBm  

of optical signal 

of electrical signal 
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..... 	 t.I./•1 	 1  

-28 -24 -22 -20 -18 -18 -14 -12 -10 4 	-8 	-4 	-2 

Deeded Optleal Power el 880 

det := O •• det_type_num 

Z POr  := P opt_rx_dB tx_pow ,  pt ,  Dant,r) Z  Pelee, • det  = S  rf dBm(i  tx_pow,  pt,  Dant ,r, i det) 
— 

Electrical power 
generated 
versus Optical power 
detected 
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4.k. T d 
Nt. Rd  

(N t.R «Hz) 
10.1og 	 — —197.809 -c1B 

NOISE CURRENT DENSITY 

The photo-detection can be considered as a Poisson process and therefore the shot noise can be 
expressed as [Ref 6, p.156] 

A) Signal Shot Noise 

N s_sn(i,n,p,r,Detec_type) := 2. q •  i s (P opt 	, r) , Detec_type). G det(Detec_type) 2.F(Detec_type) 

N sn(i tc_pow, i  Pt, i  Dant, i  range ,  InGaAs PIN ) .R 	— —2.131-102  'dB 
ExamPle: 	10.10g( s— 

B) Background noise 
N b_sn(p ,Detec_type,Back_src) := 2 •  q •  i s b(p ,Back_src),Detec_type)-G d et(Detec_type) 2.F(Detec_type) 

[N 	pant , InGaAs_APD , NO_BACKGROUND) «Hz)] = 0 .W 

C) Detector Dark Noise 

Multiplicative 
Dark current 

N m(Detec_type) := 2. q. G det(Detec_type) 2.F(Detec_type)4 m(Detec_type) 

N m(InGaAs_APD). (R d.Hz) 
101og 	  — —217.762 •c1B 

Non multiplicative N (Detec_type) := 2 •  q•I (Detec_type) 
dark current 

N ,,,(InGaAs APD).R d.Hz) 
10.1og( 	— 	 - -247.953  .dB 

D) Thermal 

E) Circuit Noise 

NOTE: Other things will increase the noise level: Optical and microwave amplifiers have 
noise figures. e.g. EDFA has a NF of about 4 dB. 
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—160 4 ,  
• e 

r. „ 

1 	1 —180-
30 —20 —10 —10 

Z2. pew  

—170-
30 	—20 

Z2i  
pow 

—150 

N 
—enn 	—160 

N „i  
- - P"  

N totalj pow  —170 

—155 

N therm  

N totali 
—165 

Total Noise Contribution: 

i 	:= 0 imax pow 	.. 

	

Received Power 	Z21 pow := P opt_rx_dB pow,  i pt ,  Dant,  i range) 

Shot noise 

Thermal noise 

Total noise 

s  
i 	

:= 	. 	sn  N 	
P°w  P t

,  Dant,i  range , Si—APD)*R  N sn 

	

	
«Hz 

• 10 
Pow 	

log 	 — 

mW 

N thenn  := 10. log(  mw  
N t-12 «Hz) 

s_sn(i  pow, i  pt,  Dant,i  range , Si—APD) "/"" N  t) *P-  «Hz  
mW 

N them" = —167.809 -dBm 

N 	pow := 10. log 

Using a Si APD, the system becomes shot noise limited for received power levels above -10 dBm 



-141 

2, -150 

è -152 

-154 

I -154 

-158 

g -1 

; -182 

-e • -184 

-188 

-108 

InGea Le° 

SljPD 

Pin doas 

-24 -22 -20 -18 -18 -14 -12 -10 	-8 

Detected Optical Paw (dam) 

-21 -28 

det := O•• det type_num 

N tot_dBi  
pow,i det := 

10.1og 

Total Noise contribution versus 
Received optical signal power. 

Note: For PIN diodes, the 
system is thermal noise limited. 
For APDs, the system starts 
thermal noise limited but rapidly 
goes shot noise limited 

l (N s_sn(i  pow, i  pt,i  Dant, i  rangej det) 
mW 	

1-  N t)*R «Hz 
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SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO 

The signal to noise ratio is then: 

SNR(i,n, p , r, j ,Det,Backsrc) 
R 	a_an(i,n,p,r,Det) + N b_an(p , Det, Bacicsrc) + N m(Det) + N nm(Det) + N t).B RF.  

SNR dB(i,n,p , r,j ,Det,Backsrc) := 10. log( SNR(i , n,  p,  r, j ,Det,Baelcsrc)) 

and in one Hertz 

S t.f(i,n,p,r,Det) 

SNoR(i,n, p ,r,Det,Backsrc) 
S rf(i,n,p,r,Det) 

R cr un(i,n,p,r,Det) + b_an(p ,Det,Backsrc) + N m(t)  + N (Det) + N t) • ( 1.Hz) 

SNoR dB( i , n, p , r, Det, Bacicsrc) : = 10.1og( SNoR(i,n,p,r,Det,Backsrc)) 

Example: 

using: 

Ri 	=21O  -km i: Transmit power P 
Li 	= 3-104 InW r: Range 	range 

n: Transmit pointing w tx 	= 1 -grad 
pt accuracy 

j: RF bandwidth 	B 	=. 2.5 -GHz 

p: Antenna diameter D ant i Dant = 1 0 "n  

we obtain 

P  opt_rx_dB tx_pow,  pt,  Dant ,i  range) = — 14.15 -dBm 

SNR  dB (i• tx_pow,  pt,  Dant, range , i RF  , 	NO BACKGROUND) = 30.454 -dB 

SNR  dB (i• tx_pow,  pt,  Dant, i  range ,  i RF , InGaAs_APD , NO BACKGROUND) = 35.515 -dB 

SNR  dB 	pt,  Dant, i  range ,  i RF , Si PIN,NO BACKGROUND) = 28.674 -dB 

SNR  dB tx_pow ,  pt,  Dant, i  range , i  RF ,  Si_APD , NO BACKGROUND)  =41.051 -dB 
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Z  Peli  S  rf dBm(i  pow, i  pt,  Dant ,  range ,i det) powm det 	— 

N. teal • 	• 	
:= 10.1og 

' pow,./ det 

s_sn(i pow,  i pt,  Dant , i range ,i det) N t)*R d'Hz 

mW 

.30 .211 -28 .24 -22 .20 .18 -18 -14 .12 .10 	4 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

Detected Optical Signal Z 0
— 	:= P opt_rx_dB pow,  i pt,  Dant , i range) 

Pow 

Generated Electrical signal 

Total Noise level 

Signal-to-noise ratio 

ZABi povpi act := S  rf dan (i  pow, i  pt,  Dant,  range ,i det) 1010 

Electrical Signal Power generated 
•  versus 

Detected Optical Power 

1 (N s_sn(i pow, i  pt , i  Dant, i  range ,i det) 1-  N t) .R «Hz  
mW 

Noise power level versus 
Detected Optical Power 
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cx  
erf(x) := 	e-u2  du 

n 
Error Function 

,r7c 

erfc(x) := 1 — erf(x) 

N s sn(i,n,p,r,Detectype) 
+N—b sn(p ,Detec_type,Backsrc) 
+N m.—(Detectype) 
+N (Detectype) 
+N t  

rms photocurrent due to noise 
during reception of a 1. 

a 	p , j ,Detec type,Backsrc) := 

BIT ERROR RATE 

A) Amplitude Shift Keying 

The ASK /direct detection optical communication system has a feature that the noise variance is 
different for a mark and space time slots, because the noise level depends on the input signal-  (shot 
noise). This fact makes the calculation of the sensitivity complicated. However, with a few 
assumption, computation can be made easier. First, assume that the distribution of 1 and 0 is 
equal (1/2) and that no power is transmitted during a O. Then defining: 

I s(i,n,p,r,Detectype) := G det(Detec_type).-ri d(Detec_type)-P optix(i,n,p,r) 	Signal photocurrent 

I b (p ,Detec_type,Backsrc) := G det(Detec_type).ri d(Detectype).P b(p ,Backsrc) Background source 
photocurrent 

a 0(p , j,Detec_type,Backsrc) := N b sn(p ,Detectype,Backsrc) 
+ N—m(Detec_type) 
+N nm(Detectype) 
+N t  

•B or rms photocurrent due to noise 
during reception of a O. 

Using the optimal threshold [ref2p190], the BER fo ASK modulation can be determined by: 

I s(i,n,p ,r,Det) 
BER AsK(i,n,p,r,j ,Det,Backsrc) : = —1 .erfc 	  

2 	
• 
(a 0(p , j ,Det,Backsrc) a i (i,n,p,r,j ,Det,Bacicsrc)) 
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Transmit 

Receive 

Optical Amplifier gains 
G Ix opt_amp_dB = 0  •c1B 

G  rx_opt_amp_dB = 0  *dB  

This optimal threshold is given by: 

[(i  s(i, n, p , r,Det). a 0 (p , j , Det,Bacicsrc)) -1- (I h(p,Det,Backsrc).cr i (i,n,p,r, j,Det,Bacicsrc 
ASK th(i,n,p,r,j ,Det,Bacicsrc) :- 	  

s o(p,j ,Det,Backsre) -I- cs 1  (i, n, p , r, j ,Det, Backsrc) 

where: 
i = counter on transmit optical power PL 

n = counter on transmit pointing error angle Wbc_pt 
p = counter on antenna diameter pant 

r = counter on range R 
j = counter on RF bandwidth BRF 
Det = Detector type 

Examples 

A) Error probability as a function of the power received for various data rates 

Assuming: 
Wavelength 	 X = 1.55 -gm 

Transmit optical power P L40  = 41 -W 	to P 1,50  = 51 -W 

Counter on laser power j L  = 0..  imax 

Antenna diameter 

Counter on Antenna diameter 

Pointing error of: 	i pt : = 0 

Detector 

D  ant i 	= 1° *CM  Dant  

= 1 -grad 
W  bc_Pti pt  

i  Dant := 1  

Counter on Detector type 	i det := 0 .. det_type_num 

Range rang. = 4.5-103  -1cm i range : = 8 	Ri  

Counter on range 	 i range := ° - rmax  
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We obtain: 

Signal-to-Noise ratio 
in one Hz 

Bit error rate 

vs data rates 
for an InGaAs_PIN 

vs detector type 
for a 2.5 GHz link 

Received optical power 

Link gain 

Range 

"•-•.... . .. .. 	

............ ................................................ 010,0,te 

........ ........ 

.............................................................. 

5 cm 

16 crn 

1 0 . 

0 	1000 2009 3000 4000 	6000 	6000 	7900 	0000 

lJnk DlItulce Om) 

-30 

-40 

-60 

-60 

-70 

-DO 

Data rates B RF
(:) 

= 2.5 •GHz 	to 	B RF 	= 7.5 •GHz 
jmax 

Counter on data rates BRF :=13- imax  

Background Source 	 BACKGND :=NO_BACKGROUND 

dot 
:= SNoR di3 (j L,i pt' s  Dant,i  range,i det,BACKGND) 

BRF  :=BER AsK (j L,i pt,  Dant,  range,i BRF,InGaAs PIN, BACKGND) 

Z5i J dot  :=BER As0 	pt,i Dant, i  range , i  RF,i det,BACKGND) 

Z2. '=P 	
. 	. 	. 	. 

J. t ip 0. L 	opt_rx dB( L,  p , an range) 

P  Z3irange,j Dant :=P  opt_rxdB 	pt,i Dant,i range) — 10.1og ( 1 .mW 

R.. J range 
ZA.i range 	1000 

Link gain 
versus 

Distance 
for various 

Antenna sizes 
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7.5 GHz 

2eGHz 
5.0 GHz 

44 44 -32 -30 -29 -29 -24 -22 -20 49 -16 

OF4441 power reeeed (den) 

lop 

irrt 

ler3  

104  

icr4  

icrs 

icrT 

104  

104  

two 

'6 

Bit-error rate 
versus 

Optical received power 
for various 

photodetectors 
for 2.5 Gbps 

Bit-error rate 
versus 

Optical received power 
for various 

ï 	 Data rates 
for an InGaAs_PIN 
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